
December 
Five months of the season gone already and all major plans except Adelaide are showing excellent profits. 

 

$10k Bank analysis As-Listed on race-morning (Aug-Dec) 

 

Platinum December + $650  Season: + $9,359  

 

Metro-X December + $690  Season:  + $5309 

 

Adl A Bets December + $420  Season:  - $740 

 

Combo Mel-Syd  Dec - $616  Season: + $6,502  

 

Adelaide 
Some members are potting Adelaide big time (one called Adl a basket case), but there were good signs in December.  

The Adelaide A bets contributed two winners from three qualifiers.  

$100 level bet on the Top-Rated showed $1,180 net profit (13 top-rated winners from 36 = 36% winners on top) 

$100 level bet on the second-top rated made $640 net profit. 

The winner was found in the top-2 in 20 of the 36 rated races. That’s a 56% top-2 strike-rate, way above industry 
standard. 

 

Elite Suite 
Nearly all members are in the Platinum service now (Platinum includes Mel, Syd, Adl Mtx free). A lot of members 
have their own way of betting the main strategies but a lot will be going with the Elite-Suite from New Year’s Day.  

The Elite Suite newsletter has all the details, results and profit projections for 2022: 

Elite Suite Newsletter Pdf             Elite Suite Results 2021 Pdf 

From this Saturday (Jan 1st), the Platinum raceday messages (email and online) will include a list of the Elite-Suite 
qualifiers with the suggested bet size as a percentage of the bank. 

There can be bets at the Wednesday meetings (Metro-X contribution).  

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Elite-Suite-Newsletter.pdf
https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Elite-Suite-Results-2021.pdf


 
 

We are hoping for a big start especially after the strategy missed with all five bets on Boxing day.  

I must include this conversation with J G this morning. 

It is so important to get yourself into the correct frame of mind if you want to succeed. 
Some punters give up with a winning plan at the first sign of trouble. It’s tragic but so easily avoidable if you resolve 
to tough it out when the going gets tough.  

 
Hi Larry and Richard, 
 
Over a 12 month period how often do all plans (MX, Plat and Syd/Mel) strike out like today and return $0 
 

I’m interested in this as I find having my expectation aligned with what the most probable outcomes are help with the 
emotional side of investing so I’m curious as to how many of these days I should expect to see over a 12 month 
period.   
 
Hi J, 
 
Thanks for the email. 
 
We don't have the data on that one unfortunately. It would take a manual analysis of all the results for each of the 
plans for each meeting. It can happen at any time especially on days with a lower number of bets like Sunday where 
we only had five individual chances across those plans. 
 
Probably the best guide would be the Elite-Suite concept where we bring the selections from those contributing 
plans into one strategy. 
  



 
This is a list of Elite-Suite wipe-out days throughout 2021. 
 
Elite Suite Wipe-Out Days 2021 

 
 
On days with 6 or more bets, there was only one wipe-out from 42 race days and that was a seven-bet day. 
 
I understand a zero-win day rocks the mental will a bit but remember, 60% of all the bets lose.  
 
If you take a day-by-day mindset, the bad days really hurt and you have much less chance of overall success than 
simply accepting it as part of the long term. 
 
The Elite-Suite has a very conservative bet scale to protect us in bad runs but despite the small bets and those wipe-
out days, the total year profit was nearly $50,000 for a $10k bank. December had five losing days from seven yet 
made a nice profit. 
 
Bottom line?  
 
Treat your investment in the Elite-Suite just like the stock market. Set and let it run. 
You will have ups and downs from day to day, week to week but if you can be disciplined, by this time next year you 
will look back and be very glad you were. 
 
Regards 
 
Larry 
 
 


